Coordinated near-threshold depolarized states in cortical and striatal neurons may contribute to form functionally segregated channels of information processing. Recent anatomical studies have identified pathways that could support spiraling interactions across corticostriatal channels, but a functional outcome of such spiraling remains to be identified. Here, we examined whether plateau depolarizations (UP states) in striatal neurons relate better to active epochs in local field potentials recorded from closely related cortical areas than to those recorded in less-related cortical areas. Our results show that, in anesthetized rats, the coordination between cortical areas and striatal regions obeys a mediolateral gradient and keeps track of slow wave trajectory across the neocortex. Moreover, activity in one cortical area induced phase advances in UP state onset and phase delays in UP state termination in nonmatching striatal regions, reflecting the existence of functional connections that could encode large-scale interactions between corticostriatal channels as subthreshold influences on striatal projection neurons.
Coordinated near-threshold depolarized states in cortical and striatal neurons may contribute to form functionally segregated channels of information processing. Recent anatomical studies have identified pathways that could support spiraling interactions across corticostriatal channels, but a functional outcome of such spiraling remains to be identified. Here, we examined whether plateau depolarizations (UP states) in striatal neurons relate better to active epochs in local field potentials recorded from closely related cortical areas than to those recorded in less-related cortical areas. Our results show that, in anesthetized rats, the coordination between cortical areas and striatal regions obeys a mediolateral gradient and keeps track of slow wave trajectory across the neocortex. Moreover, activity in one cortical area induced phase advances in UP state onset and phase delays in UP state termination in nonmatching striatal regions, reflecting the existence of functional connections that could encode large-scale interactions between corticostriatal channels as subthreshold influences on striatal projection neurons.
basal ganglia ͉ cerebral cortex ͉ in vivo intracellular recording ͉ medium spiny neuron ͉ slow waves T he corticostriatal network shows different large-scale dynamics during the wake-sleep cycle. During slow-wave sleep and anesthesia, alternating episodes of strong synaptic activity and membrane potential (V m ) depolarization (UP states) and periods of almost complete silence (DOWN states) spread coordinately across the neocortex every second, bringing up distinctive local field potential (LFP) modulations (1, 2) . Subthreshold activity, evidenced either as waves of depolarization over restricted cortical areas or sustained depolarizations, is more intricate during the wake period (2) (3) (4) . The depolarized states of wakefulness and sleep are an emergent feature of cortical networks (5) and allow online information processing and the reactivation of memory traces during slow-wave sleep (6) . Striatal medium spiny neurons (MSNs) also show different depolarized states, the time course of which is linked to cortical activity (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) , and replay experience-related activity in consonance with the cortex during slow wave sleep (12, 13) . Thus, coordinated depolarized states in cortical and striatal neurons support the online and offline operation of corticostriatal circuits.
It has long been thought that corticostriatal pathways are organized in functionally segregated channels (14, 15) . This view posits that functional integration occurs ''within, rather than between, corticostriatal circuits'' (14) . However, recent anatomical studies suggest that diffuse corticostriatal projections and multisynaptic circuits linking nonreciprocal cortical and striatal areas could allow interactions across parallel channels (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . With the aim of unveiling functional connections between supposedly segregated corticostriatal channels, we examined the timing of UP states in MSNs located in three distinct striatal regions in relation with LFP in three cortical areas (motor, somatosensory, and cingulate prefrontal cortex) that provide the strongest innervation to those striatal territories. If cross-talk between channels were negligible, the UP states in a given MSN should be strictly coordinated with active states in functionally related cortical areas. Conversely, a high degree of cross-talk would allow one corticostriatal channel to influence active state coordination within other channels. Here, we used the global transitions between active and silent states induced by urethane anesthesia as a tool to investigate whether there are functional connections between corticostriatal channels in the rat.
Results
MSNs were sampled from three territories of the dorsal striatum, rostrolateral (lMSN, n ϭ 22), caudal (cMSN, n ϭ 11), and rostromedial (mMSN, n ϭ 13). These territories were chosen to approximately match the projections of the motor, somatosensory, and cingulate cortices, respectively ( Fig. 1A; Fig. S1 , and Table S1 ].
corresponds to episodes of firing in cortical ensembles (11) . Coherence between the V m of an MSN and any cortical LFP was statistically significant in a consistent manner, with the MSN typically lagging behind the cortex (Fig. 1C) . Results were similar regardless of striatal location (Fig. 1D) . In sum, slow oscillatory activity was synchronous all through the neocortex and striatum.
Active States Are Better Coordinated Within Than Across Corticostriatal Channels. To investigate preferential associations between UP states in striatal regions and cortical LFPs, we used partial least squares (PLS), a multivariate statistical method (see Materials and Methods). PLS identified a linear pattern of coherence between the different striatal regions and the motor cortex, with highest coherence in lMSN and the lowest coherence in mMSNs ( Fig. 1D1 and Fig. S3 ). Furthermore, mMSNs showed higher coherence with the cingulate than any other cortical area (Fig.  1D1) . These findings suggest a segregation of low-frequency synchronization across the mediolateral axis. To confirm that this functional segregation was not an artifact of our arbitrary division of the striatum in regions, we estimated whether the strength of the association between striatal and cortical areas was related to MSN position in stereotaxic coordinates. Coherence with the motor cortex increased linearly with distance of MSN from midline (regression ANOVA: P Ͻ 0.001, r ϭ 0.68; Fig. 1D2 ). Linear associations with the cingulate or sensory LFPs across the mediolateral axis or with any LFP across the rostrocaudal axis were not evident. Although these associations cannot be ruled out with only three paired locations, the data show a strong mediolateral organization, which matches current anatomical views (20) .
Corticostriatal Connectivity Is Organized Along the Mediolateral Axis of the Brain. Recent work emphasizes that the site of origin and trajectory of slow waves are highly variable. As a result, the phase difference between two cortical areas in the active-state onset may vary or even reverse across time (27, 28) . Given that coherence is computed across several oscillatory cycles, it is not suitable to capture such wave-to-wave variability. Therefore, we used the reliability of the phase difference between MSNs and cortical LFPs at active state onset [phase difference at transition (PDT)] as an alternative index of functional association (Fig. 2 A-C; see also Materials and Methods). For each MSN, we computed PDTs along 75-100 UP states. This yielded three collections of PDTs, one per cortical LFP (Fig. 3A) . PLS analysis distinguished the striatal regions based on their strength of association with the motor cortex, with lowest PDT dispersion for the rostrolateral striatum and highest PDT dispersion for the medial striatum (Fig. 3B) . Comparisons within categories of MSNs confirmed a better association (narrower PDT distribution) of lMSN and cMSNs with the motor and sensory cortices and of mMSNs with the cingulate cortex ( Fig. 3C ; see Fig. S4 for segregation at transitions to the DOWN state). Also, in consonance with coherence results, PDT dispersion for the motor and sensory LFPs increased linearly with distance of MSN recording site from midline ( Fig. 3D ). Taken together, the analyses of coherence and PDT dispersion indicated that cortical drive of striatal UP states is functionally organized across the mediolateral axis. We speculated further that, if corticostriatal channels were segregated, recruitment of striatal regions by active states propagating through the cortex in different directions should be temporally organized. To assess this possibility, we estimated the average phase difference between MSNs and cortical LFPs at UP state onset (Fig. 2C) for the same time series. This provided one collection of ''average PDTs'' per MSN, comprising UP states where the ''matching'' LFP could have either led or lagged behind the other LFPs. Note that the average PDT is an index of the timing of striatal UP states in relation to the average time of cortical activation. We expected average PDTs to be shorter when the matching cortical area led the slow wave, because connected MSNs should have been in the UP state by the time the wave front invaded distant cortical areas (Fig. 2C ). This was assessed by classifying average PDTs in three groups, according to the region of the cortex that was leading activity in the striatal regions (Fig. 4A) . Reliable patterns of activation of the different striatal regions during slow waves led by the motor, sensory, and cingulate LFPs were identified by using PLS ( Fig. 4B; Fig. S3 ). The average PDT was shorter in the rostrolateral striatum and longer in the medial striatum when slow waves were led by the motor cortex, and the opposite pattern was seen for waves led by the cingulate cortex (Fig. 4 A and B) . Further comparisons within each striatal region confirmed that MSNs reached the UP state sooner during slow waves led by the matching LFP (Fig. 4C) . Linear regressions computed for the whole sample of MSNs confirmed graded effects of the leading cortical area on UP state onset across the mediolateral axis (Fig. 4D ).
Activity in Nonmatching Cortical Areas Modulates Phase Relationships
Between a MSN and Its Matching Cortex. Although the data support a mediolateral organization in corticostriatal information flow, none of the findings mentioned above rule out the possibility of cross-talk between corticostriatal channels. Yet, this can be easily inferred based on our data. Cross-talk should not change the PDT between an MSN and its matching LFP when the matching LFP leads (Fig. 5A Upper) , because nonmatching cortical areas would activate too late to contribute to UP state onset in the MSN. However, if a slow wave recruits nonmatching cortex first (Fig. 5B Lower) , cross-talk would contribute to driving the MSN into the UP state, thus reducing its PDT with the matching LFP. Our results support the existence of crosstalk; for any subset of MSNs, the PDT with the matching LFP was shorter when a nonmatching LFP was recruited first by a slow wave (Fig. 5B) .
To establish whether cross-talk operates beyond UP state onset is more difficult. Hypothetically, if the matching cortex enters into the DOWN state while cross-talk influences from nonmatching areas are active, cross-talk inputs would extend the striatal UP state relative to its matching LFP. In fact, this was the case: MSNs reached the DOWN state later in those waves where the matching cortical area was ahead of the nonmatching ones (Fig. 5C) . Last, we examined the temporal organization of cross-talk, which, despite the alternating patterns of cortical LFP leading, remained steady overall (Fig. S5) . Thus, the analyses are consistent with interactions among separate channels of corticostriatal information processing. (C) Then, for each transition to the UP state, we computed the phase difference between the V m and each LFP (PDTs; black arrows) and the average phase difference between the V m and all LFPs (average PDT; gray arrow). Negative PDT indicates that the MSN lags behind cortex. In this example of two UP states of a mMSN, average PDT was higher when the motor cortex was recruited by the slow wave first (Left) than when the cingulate was recruited first (Right). The x-axis is in degrees; values are phase differences. Similar methods were used to estimate PDTs during transitions to the DOWN state (see Fig. S2 ). 
Discussion
The striatum is often perceived as an essential component of parallel loops stemming from different cortical areas. This view is based on studies revealing finely ordered motor cortex projections to the striatum (23, 29) and a somatotopic organization of neuronal activity within the motor striatum comparable to that of the motor cortex (14, 30) . Parallel studies have reported topographically ordered projections of nonmotor cortical areas to medial regions of the striatum (22, (31) (32) (33) and coactivation of these cortical areas and their striatal counterparts during cognitive tasks (34) (35) (36) (37) . There is also strong evidence of composite encoding of sensorimotor, cognitive, and reward-related information by single neurons widely distributed through the striatum (38-43) and of anatomical pathways that could allow interactions across channels (17) (18) (19) (20) . Several issues remain controversial or unsolved, such as whether large-scale functional interactions between corticostriatal channels actually occur, their nature (symmetrical or spiraling), and whether the model of corticostriatal segregation can be extended to offline modes of information processing. Here, we provided evidence that corticostriatal segregation and large-scale reciprocal interactions are embedded within the UP states of MSNs in the urethaneanesthetized rat.
Overall, we found there are preferred functional connections that bind cortical areas and striatal regions in coordinated active states. These functional connections approximately define corticostriatal channels. Nevertheless, the striatal regions differed markedly in their degree of selectivity for cortical inputs, and functional coupling, in particular the strength of association with the motor cortex, changed smoothly across the mediolateral axis. The latter finding is consistent with the view that cortical, thalamic, and limbic inputs are organized according to a mediolateral gradient across the dorsal striatum (18, 20) . However, that we saw a gradient for only one cortical input suggests other channels could follow a different functional architecture. Certainly, our findings fit better with the view that each striatal region shows a particular pattern of connectivity with the three cortical regions analyzed, rather than the view of strictly segregated corticostriatal connections.
Perhaps the strongest evidence for segregation comes from the dynamics of slow waves. When a slow wave spreads from the motor cortex, the rostrolateral striatum is enabled before the medial striatum, and the inverse pattern is shown when the cingulate cortex leads the wave. This indicates that functional connections organize the vertical spreading of slow waves according to the preferred mediolateral gradient. Recording UP states simultaneously in several MSNs could provide further confirmation of this view. The only available study of this kind (44) has reported simultaneous UP states in neighboring MSNs. However, timing was assessed from cross-correlations instead of by examining delays according to the direction of active-state propagation in the cortex. Another study assessing functional topography between ventral striatal regions and hippocampal field potentials revealed a gradient in the cross-correlation along several axes but clearest along the mediolateral axis (8) . Thus, the mediolateral axis is the strongest organization of corticostriatal connectivity.
We favor the view that the influence of a cortical area is maximal over a striatal region (probably the region receiving the focal projections) but reaches distant regions with an influence that decreases with distance (perhaps through diffuse projec- There was an inverse linear relationship between average PDT and MSN distance from midline when the cingulate LFP led (regression ANOVA, P Ͻ 0.001, r ϭ 0.71) and, conversely, a direct linear relationship when the motor cortex led (regression ANOVA, P Ͻ 0.03, r ϭ 0.43). tions; see ref. 19 ). This implies that a given cortical area may influence UP states in striatal regions that relate better to other cortical areas. We demonstrated functional connections across channels by showing that the phase relationship between a MSN and its matching cortical area can be predicted from the timing of the slow wave in nonmatching cortical areas. Our approach to identify cross-talk was inspired by the idea that causality can be inferred from signal interactions ''in terms of the predictability of a signal using the knowledge of the immediate past of other signals'' (45) . To be more precise, we found that, regardless of its site of origin, the front of the traveling wave accelerates UP state onset in nonmatching striatal regions. Thus, it seems that cross-talk influences can operate symmetrically, from sensorimotor to cognitive and from cognitive to sensorimotor channels, depending on the site of initiation of the slow wave. Certainly, mechanisms other than the diffuse corticostriatal projections could support cross-talk, like spiraling loops involving the substantia nigra and thalamus (17) . It remains to be determined whether the nucleus accumbens and dorsal striatum are activated coordinately and interact symmetrically or asymmetrically during active states.
Our findings are particularly relevant for slow-wave sleep, because of its resemblance with the global condition induced by urethane (2, 10) . They reinforce novel views of slow waves as a global process spreading beyond the thalamocortical system in expanding loops (9, 46, 47) . They also strengthen the view that the dynamics of depolarizing states in the striatum, which lacks an intrinsic excitatory driving force, depend highly on the dynamics of cortical networks (8) (9) (10) (11) . Moreover, the cross-talk influences embedded in the spontaneous activity of MSNs could make MSN responses to specific inputs contingent on associational contexts and modulate corticostriatal synaptic plasticity. This is important, because the striatum is involved in offline processing of memory traces in concert with the cortex (12, 13) , and learning has local effects on cortical slow-wave activity (48) . In addition, it cannot be ruled out that the functional connections unveiled here operate during wakefulness, for example, shaping the activity in corticostriatal circuits as depolarizing waves travel across the sensorimotor cortex of awake rodents (3, 4) . The finding that the transition to the DOWN state in MSNs is delayed when nonmatching cortical areas remain active after the matching one turned off indicates that cross-talk operates beyond active-state onset, perhaps throughout the UP state, leaving open the possibility of a more general role during persistent depolarizations like those seen during attentive behavior. Thus, cross-talk influences could be an integral feature of the network depolarized state, which could be difficult to detect except during global transitions between active and silent states. This is worth considering given the very similar network dynamics that underlie the depolarized states of waking and sleep (5) .
In conclusion, we describe a mechanism for the cross-encoding of cortical inputs as subthreshold influences on the depolarized state of MSNs, which could be dynamically shaped during the propagation of depolarization waves through the neocortex. This endows corticostriatal circuits with integration and segregation capabilities that could be modulated in vigilance-(49) or behavioral-state-dependent manners.
Materials and Methods
Animals, Recordings, and Histology. All methods were similar to those described in Kasanetz et al. (9, 11) and are described in more detail in the SI Text. Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (n ϭ 46) were used and cared for in accordance with local institutional regulations on the use of laboratory animals (Servicio Nacional de Sanidad y Calidad Agroalimentaria, RS 617/ 2002, Argentina). Briefly, three concentric bipolar electrodes (SNE-100, Better Hospital Equipment) were used to obtain differential LFP recordings (0.1-300 Hz) from the anterior cingulate/prelimbic (cin), motor (mot), and somatosensory (sen) cortices (Fig. 1 A) . Intracellular recordings were obtained from rostrolateral, rostromedial, and caudal striatum, ipsilateral to LFP recordings (Fig. 1C) . Thirty-five MSN recording sites were determined after localizing neurobiotin-labeled neurons or the track left by electrodes in Nissl-stained sections. Eleven additional MSNs recorded in the lateral, medial, or caudal striatal region, as assessed from stereotaxic coordinates, were not used for correlation analyses concerning the exact lateral position (Figs. 1D2, 3C, and 4C ).
Signal Analysis. Briefly, functional connectivity was assessed from recordings Ͼ90 s. A single coherence spectrum per pair of signals was calculated from the average cross-spectral density normalized by the average spectral density of each signal. To compare coherence among MSN-LFP pairs, a single value of coherence per spectrum was obtained by averaging across the frequency range where cross-spectral power reached significance (values exceeding percentile 95 of the distribution). To isolate individual active states, we extracted the low-frequency components (0.5-2 Hz) of all signals by using a finite impulse response digital filter approximation of the Meyer wavelet function. Transitions to the UP state were detected as zero crossing with a positive slope in the normalized (Ϫ1 to ϩ1) wavelet-transformed Vm (Fig. 3A) . Phase differences between V m and LFPs were computed with a time resolution of 1 ms along 400-ms time windows centered at UP state onsets. The window length was selected on the basis of previous work correlating cortical LFP, cortical multiunit activity, and striatal transitions between the UP and DOWN states (11) . The mean direction of the circular distribution of these 400 phase differences was taken as the phase difference during the transition (PDT). This provided, for each UP state onset, three PDTs, one per LFP, and one average PDT. Analogous methods were used to estimate PDTs during transitions to the DOWN state (see SI Text for more details). In some cases, an LFP recording was discarded because electrode misplacement resulted in traces with no prominent slow waves.
Statistics. Data are expressed as mean Ϯ SEM, unless stated otherwise. Partial least-squares multivariate statistics was implemented as described in SI Text. Further comparisons were made with repeated-measures ANOVAs (Holm Sidak post hoc test), one way ANOVAs, or Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA for ranks, as appropriate. The statistical significance of a linear regression was measured from its ANOVA.
